: Geometries on Al.DFP 3 and Al.Pept 9 3G structures.
 Table S2 : Radious of gyrations computed on all QM/MM MD simulations. Table S4 -S11: All individual hydrogen bonds during the QM/MM MD simulations of the apoforms of the eight peptides.

 Table S12 -S13: Geometrical parameters of Al-Pept complexes characterized by DFT and PM6.
 Table S14 : Binding energies of the Mim-containing peptides calculated with PM6.
 Electron delocalization indices: methods and results.
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for RSC Advances. This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019 Table S1 . Distances (in Å) and angles (in degrees) computed on the crystal structure of Al(III)-DFP 3 , and the DFT structures of Al(III)-DFP 3 and Al.Pept 9 3G .
Apoform Al(III)-Peptide
Pept 9
3G
7.68 (1.14) 6.78 (0.10) Table S5 List of all hydrogen bonds identified during the QM/MM MD simulation of the Pept 9 GPG apoform with implicit solvent. From left to right, the columns refer to: hydrogen bond acceptor atom, hydrogen bond donor hydrogen atom, donor heavy atom, number of frames in which a given hydrogen bond was detected (note the total number of frames is approximately 20000), fraction of time (from 0 to 1) in which a given hydrogen bond was detected, average donor-acceptor distance (in Å), and average donor-H-acceptor angle (in degrees). Note the accumulated lifetime is given at the end of the table. Note as well residue numbers 1 (residue ACE) and 11 (residue NME) correspond to the two terminal methyl groups, and therefore the residue IDs are +1 with respect to the residue IDs discussed in the main manuscript. apoform with implicit solvent. From left to right, the columns refer to: hydrogen bond acceptor atom, hydrogen bond donor hydrogen atom, donor heavy atom, number of frames in which a given hydrogen bond was detected (note the total number of frames is approximately 20000), fraction of time (from 0 to 1) in which a given hydrogen bond was detected, average donor-acceptor distance (in Å), and average donor-H-acceptor angle (in degrees). Note the accumulated lifetime is given at the end of the table. Note as well residue numbers 1 (residue ACE) and 10 (residue NME) correspond to the two terminal methyl groups, and therefore the residue IDs are +1 with respect to the residue IDs discussed in the main manuscript. apoform with implicit solvent. From left to right, the columns refer to: hydrogen bond acceptor atom, hydrogen bond donor hydrogen atom, donor heavy atom, number of frames in which a given hydrogen bond was detected (note the total number of frames is approximately 20000), fraction of time (from 0 to 1) in which a given hydrogen bond was detected, average donor-acceptor distance (in Å), and average donor-H-acceptor angle (in degrees). Note the accumulated lifetime is given at the end of the table. Note as well residue numbers 1 (residue ACE) and 10 (residue NME) correspond to the two terminal methyl groups, and therefore the residue IDs are +1 with respect to the residue IDs discussed in the main manuscript. Table S8 List of all hydrogen bonds identified during the QM/MM MD simulation of the Pept 7 apoform with implicit solvent. From left to right, the columns refer to: hydrogen bond acceptor atom, hydrogen bond donor hydrogen atom, donor heavy atom, number of frames in which a given hydrogen bond was detected (note the total number of frames is approximately 20000), fraction of time (from 0 to 1) in which a given hydrogen bond was detected, average donor-acceptor distance (in Å), and average donor-Hacceptor angle (in degrees). Note the accumulated lifetime is given at the end of the table. Note as well residue numbers 1 (residue ACE) and 9 (residue NME) correspond to the two terminal methyl groups, and therefore the residue IDs are +1 with respect to the residue IDs discussed in the main manuscript. apoform with implicit solvent. From left to right, the columns refer to: hydrogen bond acceptor atom, hydrogen bond donor hydrogen atom, donor heavy atom, number of frames in which a given hydrogen bond was detected (note the total number of frames is approximately 20000), fraction of time (from 0 to 1) in which a given hydrogen bond was detected, average donor-acceptor distance (in Å), and average donor-H-acceptor angle (in degrees). Note the accumulated lifetime is given at the end of the table. Note as well residue numbers 1 (residue ACE) and 8 (residue NME) correspond to the two terminal methyl groups, and therefore the residue IDs are +1 with respect to the residue IDs discussed in the main manuscript. Table S10 List of all hydrogen bonds identified during the QM/MM MD simulation of the Pept 6 2G-G apoform with implicit solvent. From left to right, the columns refer to: hydrogen bond acceptor atom, hydrogen bond donor hydrogen atom, donor heavy atom, number of frames in which a given hydrogen bond was detected (note the total number of frames is approximately 20000), fraction of time (from 0 to 1) in which a given hydrogen bond was detected, average donor-acceptor distance (in Å), and average donor-H-acceptor angle (in degrees). Note the accumulated lifetime is given at the end of the table. Note as well residue numbers 1 (residue ACE) and 8 (residue NME) correspond to the two terminal methyl groups, and therefore the residue IDs are +1 with respect to the residue IDs discussed in the main manuscript. Table S11 List of all hydrogen bonds identified during the QM/MM MD simulation of the Pept 5 apoform with implicit solvent. From left to right, the columns refer to: hydrogen bond acceptor atom, hydrogen bond donor hydrogen atom, donor heavy atom, number of frames in which a given hydrogen bond was detected (note the total number of frames is approximately 20000), fraction of time (from 0 to 1) in which a given hydrogen bond was detected, average donor-acceptor distance (in Å), and average donor-Hacceptor angle (in degrees). Note the accumulated lifetime is given at the end of the table. Note as well residue numbers 1 (residue ACE) and 7 (residue NME) correspond to the two terminal methyl groups, and therefore the residue IDs are +1 with respect to the residue IDs discussed in the main manuscript. 
Electron Delocalization Indices
Electron delocalization indices (DIs) were calculated on the most representative structures (shown in Figure 2 ). These indices are a measure of the covariance between the population of two atoms A and B and, consequently, a measure of the number of electrons simultaneously fluctuating between these atoms:
where ρxc (1,2) is the exchange-correlation density and it can be taken as the number of electron pairs shared between atoms A and B, i. e., the bond order. 1,2 The AIMAll v17.11.14 program 3 was used to carry out the QTAIM analysis 4 (what includes the characterization of DIs) on the previously optimized structures. Densities for QTAIM analysis were obtained at the B3LYP/6-311++g(3df,2p) level of theory using the IEFPCM solvation model. Delocalization indices (D.I.) are a measure of the electron sharing between two atoms. Although Al-O bonds are mainly electrostatic in nature, there are also important dative interactions from the lone pair of the oxygens to the formally vacant 3s and 3p orbitals of Al(III). 5 Therefore, the higher the D. I. value, the stronger the covalent character of the bond between the two atoms. The D.I. were computed at the bonds formed by Al(III) and the six oxygen atoms of the three Mimosine residues in all Al-Pept complexes (Table S15) .
Starting from the Al.Pept 9 complex, it can be observed that the D.I. values are ca 0.02 a.u. higher at Al-O OH (ca 0.17 a.u.) than at Al-O C (ca 0.15 a.u.). This is in agreement with the shorter bond distances of the formers (Table 1) : the shorter the distance, the higher the D.I. value. However, a closer analysis of the values indicates that the values are about 0.005 a.u. smaller at the central Mimosine residues. Even if the difference is small, it suggests that the interaction with the central Mimosine is the weakest one among the three Mimosine residues (note this residue weakens its interaction with Al(III) with the shortest peptides). The total electron delocalization computed for the six Al-O bonds is 0.9590 a.u. These trends and values are maintained by Pept 8 and Pept 9 peptides, in which Al(III) is hexacoordinated, and in all of them the accumulated D.I. value is maintained in a narrow range between 0.9579-0.9590 a.u. We also add in Table S15 the values for the Al-DFP 3 complex, which demonstrates that the electronic structure of the Al.Pept 9 complex resembles the one of Al.DFP 3 . In this sense, the D.I. for Al-O OH bonds are larger than for Al-O C and the accumulative D.I. is 0.9580. That is, the four Al.Pept 9 and Al.Pept 8 complexes have adopted the optimum interaction with respect to the three mimosine residues, and in this sense, an efficient Table S15 . Electron localization index (L.I.) for the aluminum atom and electron delocalization indices (D. I.) for the aluminum-Mimosine oxygen bonds (a. u.). All structures were optimized in solution and refined at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311++G(3df,2p) level of theory (see Methodology).
